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TUTORIALS FOLLOW OURS

THE ESPRESSO PARTNER COMPANY - MADE IN ITALY
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OUR PHILOSOPHY 

In the PulyCAFF® laboratories, research has been going on since 1961 for the production of its Espresso 
Coffee Machines and Coffee Grinders cleaning products, with active substances included in the FDA list 
capable of combining effectiveness, usefulness and respect for the environment with rapid 
biodegradability close to 100%. A sensitivity that intends to anticipate the interest of consumers in the 
search for so-called verde products. A need that finds its first answer in verde PulyCAFF®, made with 
innovative vegetable origin ingredients, precursors of any future regulatory requirements: it is the first 
innovative product of the “verde” line presented by PulyCAFF® in 2014. Designed specifically for the 
maintenance of the brewing group, shower, filter and filter holder and waste valve of Espresso Coffee 
Machines, deodorizes, cleans and always makes dispensing efficient; It completely eliminates any 
residue without damaging the metals and chromed parts and does not release dangerous substances. It 
is awesome for soaking cups, teapots, etc. and eliminates all traces of coffee or lipstick from the 
ceramics while respecting the finest decorations. The ingredients of the PulyCAFF® verde line line 
series are in line with the Community legislations to REACH and CLP regulations.  

FEATURES
Equipped with very rapid dissolution, it has an exceptional descaling power of the carbonaceous residues 
of coffee, with an excellent degreasing / emulsifying / wetting action, with low foam and quick rinsing. The 
containers are recycled and / or recyclable and the packaging SUSTAINABLE for the environment. 
PulyCAFF® verde today, represents the best on the world market for the maintenance of equipment for 
coffee machines. Brand - Patented. 

...beyond the clean!
DAILY HYGIENE AT THE BAR COUNTER 

verde line

PROFESSIONAL USE 


